
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of firmwide risk reporting. Thank you in advance for taking a look at
the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your
resume.

Responsibilities for firmwide risk reporting

Assisting in the development of new tools or projects to enhance our risk
reporting, data aggregation, and monitoring capabilities
Partnering with technologists and application owners across Firmwide LOB’s
for strategic and tactical initiatives
Partnering with risk business groups across Firmwide LOB’s, such as Market
Risk Coverage, Product control and Risk Reporting to understand
requirements and identify solutions
Coordinate the production and distribution of daily/weekly/monthly CTC
liquidity and market risk reports to the business units, risk coverage, senior
management and regulators
Understand key liquidity and market risk measures such as greeks, liquidity
coverage ratio, net stable funding ratio, liquidity asset buffer, and non-
liquidity asset buffer, deposit balances and stress tests and explain material
risk moves
Develop and maintain Liquidity Risk Reporting
Provide insight as to the method of stress calculation and factors driving
changes to stress results
Weigh the impact of methodology and process changes and communicate
findings to technology and senior management
Assist in ad-hoc data collection and review of information for countries
requiring increased scrutiny and present findings to senior management
Ensure weekly commentary that is applied to reports is insightful and relevant
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Experience in Risk process preferred
Knowledge of Risk Products, Operational Risk, Market Risk, Liquidity Risk,
Credit Risk, Volcker Risk, or Risk Sensitivities a plus
Strong data analytics and process improvement skills
Strong Project Leader skills, ability to gain consensus among team and drive
initiatives to completion effectively
Experience with Microsoft Excel, Project, SharePoint, and Visio
Comfortable leading others including other BA's


